
FutureBook Projects (FBP)

Existing as a Product, Service and Website



Go2Fun Boutique — Creators of FutureBook Projects 

It’s both a Product and a Service

In the future, we think nearly everything digital will 
migrate to WEBSITES one way or another. 

That is, a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) web address 
capable of   storing and distributing     ANY   known digital   
file format or extension.

No other book — of any kind — matches that.   

We also think many of the URL's will primarily be a ser-
vice and not necessarily a “product”. In our case, a 
“book” becomes both a product and a service. 

We're paid for the product (lifetime access) by a low 
one-time Cover Charge and for the services we perform
to research, organize, curate, create and update con-
tent for our  unique Go2Fun Boutique.

A business concept we fully describe in Free Rider and 
Pricing Concept.

This results in a whole new way of “reading” on any 
Internet accessible screen via a website in the Cloud.

(By “service” we do not mean the selling or loaning of 
ordinary books/ebooks from a typical online store.)  

The exception is our Amazon Books  hop   where we list 
all ordinary “books” that we've read and recommend.
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FutureBook Projects (FBP) exist only on websites. 

They reside in the Cloud where every file format and 
extension is ready to satisfy both the creator’s and 
reader's needs and wishes. 

FBP’s bypass ALL other book venues and market struc-
tures. Everything is on one website.

Our concept opens the door to an almost unlimited 
platform for knowledge distribution. 

NO “book” matches the extraordinary capabilities of 
FutureBook Projects. 

Even the scholars at the School Of Athens would have 
been impressed.  

Go2Fun Boutique Parking Garage

Payment of a low one-time parking fee grants lifetime 
access using your email/password access.

Once inside, everything is free and uncopyrighted.

You may do anything you wish with the content.

NO RESTRICTIONS.
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The School Of Athens By Raphael
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FutureBook Projects (FBP) — A New Kind Of “Book”

FBP components are not new. They've been around since 
images, videos and links have graced the Internet. To say 
nothing of Social Media.

What's different and unique is connecting everything in a way
that goes far beyond what most people think of as a “book”. 
Even eBooks.

This results in powerful all-media digital “products” that bring
surprising new experiences no printed book can match. 
(Revisit the cover as a reminder.) 

FutureBook Projects reside on WEBSITES in the Cloud. They’re
ready to be experienced on any screen anyplace and anytime 
the Internet is available. Just wait until you use a VR (virtual 
reality) or AR (augmented reality) device. You’ve no idea how 
much your life will CHAnGE.

We’ve researched and tested many digital Flipbook platforms
and content concepts. They promised great things and a few 
even delivered a little of what we were looking for. Alas, in the
end, they all disappointed.

After suffering months of great frustration with horribly 
BUGGY Flipbook software, we gave up and decided to go with 
simple websites and PDF files. 

Why? Because of FLEXIBILITY,  READABILITY and USABILITY. 

What we did was Eliminate, Simplify, Standardize and Auto-
mate all we could (E.S.S.A.).

Websites provide the most capability to handle all-file exten-
sions content and PDF files allow the most efficient way to 
read online or download to devices.
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The FutureBook Mind

The only source of knowledge and wisdom is the 
HUMAN MIND. Your mind. The minds of others. 

Minds coming together to create captivating thoughts leading 
to marvelous concepts, ideas and tools.
 
When combined with reason, THINKING is the foundation of 
human survival. It's how we stay alive.

With FutureBook Projects, curated human thought and reason
arrive together in one place, on any screen, at any time an 
Internet connection exists.
 
This interactive knowledge collection is limited only by 
imagination, interests, and how long we both live. 
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TEXT + GRAPHICS + LINKS + AUDIO-VIDEO + SOCIAL MEDIA + STORIES

The central parts of an FutureBook are supported by cloud 
computing, ever-improving software and even the use of all-
media visual Mind Maps. 

It's a new world that promises to disrupt your Normalcy Bias,
Behavioral Script  s   and preconceived ideas related to how 
you think about "books".

FBP’s allow you to discover and experience a "book" that 
does not yet exist. In part, it's not on any particular server in 
one place or another. In total, it's not fully written or in print. 
It patiently awaits along your future space-time continuum. 

It will be created, modified, read, and expanded on the fly. It 
suddenly arrives in your mind in 3-second by 3-second time-
segments. It's an experience.

Further, on many exciting levels, you become a reader, author
and finishing creator. 

Your book will be quite different than ours. Different from all 
others. Unique. Individual. Yours only. 

Let's explain what we mean. 
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FutureBook's Are Designed For Your Personal Reading Style

Three Styles. Three Depths. 

Style 1: Drive-By
Have Smartphone, Will Travel

My thumbs are numb; better dazzle me quick.

This style lets you skim for the most important and basic to-
the-point information whenever possible.

By using lots of “white space”, we arrange content for quick 
and easy reading on your smartphone or tablet. 

• Importantly, the   links, graphics   and   videos   are major   
parts of the story.

• You'll benefit by clicking links and watching the videos as 
they are presented.

• Downloadable     PDF files   are used to declutter the web  -  
site. They provide information, knowledge and answers 
arriving in 1-minute to 15-minute “reading” moments.
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Style 2: CURIOUS
“These dogs can really hunt, Muskogee Man!”

This style more fully explores and interacts on a deeper level. 
Your experiences are enhanced by curated timely updates 
that uniquely provide answers. Answers related to situations 
important to you. 

As you hunt farther out in the fields, you’ll discover new 
experiences when content is structured as A FutureBook. 

Our PDF's are   downloadable   and   UNcopyrighted  . You have 
the freedom to use them anyway you want.

I recently purchased three PDF ebooks from a particular 
company in New Zealand. The first aggravation was the 
clunky downloading process requiring too many steps.

Worst or all, the author was so anal-retentive he 
restricted   everything   except printing  .

So, being prohibited from highlighting and taking notes 
(which I'm allowed to do with my Kindle Fire), I simply 
took screenshots of the things I wanted to remember 
and put them in Evernote. 

I guess no one ever told him anything digital can be 
copied one way or another.
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Style 3: STUDIOUS — You LOVE the pursuit of knowledge. 

We oblige and connect you to a vast library of knowledge and wisdom.

Thrill me breathless as I open the gate to this exciting 
new world; 

And do so, please, with fervor,
fun and great good humor;

I choose the path less traveled by; 

For I want to explore the vast libraries of infinite wisdom;

I shall then smile and dance like nobody is watching.

— Händle Ändern
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Start Your FutureBook Journey By
Dancing Like Nobody's WatchingDancing Like Nobody's Watching

Observe how Normalcy Bias and Behavioral Scripts STIFLE all those in the background who won't join in on the fun.
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The Pareto Principle 

Also Known As The 80/20 Rule

 Vilfredo Pareto

Vilfredo Federico Damaso Pareto 

Born Wilfried Fritz Pareto; 
15 July 1848 — 19 August 1923 

He was an Italian engineer, sociologist, 
economist, political scientist and philosopher 
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Upsy Daisy, Maizy

 
Pareto is relevant.  

If you’re unfamiliar, holster your Phone Thumbs and try not to
quiver as you move a pen forth and back in front of your eyes 
to re-focus. [Experienced DWI subjects know how.]

FutureBook Project content is based on the conviction you 
need less than 20% of your attention devoted to defining or 
describing <whatever> issues, problems or questions you 
probably already know about. 

INSTEAD,   w  e suggest you direct 80% of your energy toward   
finding ANSWERS. 

Nearly everything you read today is diametrically opposite. 
80% devoted to defining or describing problems and 20% (or 
less) devoted to solutions. 

We think that’s seriously wrong and a tragedy. 

Yet, today, most authors and writers exhibit the irretrievable 
urge to constantly rehash, regurgitate and relentlessly restate 
problems and issues. 

Practically nothing is offered for answers. 

We think it's far better to focus 80% on SOLUTIONS rather 
than wasting your time prattling about issues. 

So it's all about turning it upside-down and going rogue. 
Upsy Daisy, Maizy!

FutureBook Projects are networks of information and 
knowledge that energize you for further exploration. 

Please watch the next video. It’s important.
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FutureBook Projects Are Far More Than You Might Imagine.
Every one is a knowledge pod within a network of FutureBook Project Platforms.

IMPORTANT VIDEO – Please don't pass it by.
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Skeptical? 

Well, Just Hang In There, Harriet!

Get ready to experience a really different world. 

As we said earlier, you’re at this moment discovering and 
experiencing a "book" that doesn't fully exist. 

In part, it's not on a server in one place or another. In total, 
it's not fully read, written or in print. It patiently awaits along 
your future space-time continuum. 

It will be CHAnGED and created on the fly.

All in 3-second mind-increments as time goes by.
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You’re The Crystal Ball

On many levels, You’re the reader, co-author and Creator. 
Maybe even an ardent fan. Your only limits are your interests, 
imagination and how long you live.

FutureBook Projects simply provide the ingredients with 
which you complete the learning experience as you move 
towards knowledge and wisdom.

Your “book” will be quite different than ours. 

Different from all others. Unique. Individual. 

Yours only. 

Let's see how that’s the case.
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FutureBook PROJECT COMPONENTS

As we stated earlier, the most fundamental and important 
part is the source of all knowledge and wisdom:  

The HUMAN MIND. Your mind. The minds of others.

Minds coming together to create insightful thoughts, curated 
knowledge and wisdom. Thinking that leads to using 
wonderful and marvelous tools of all kinds.

Especially the tools of Logic, Reason and Critical Thinking. 
The absence of which is akin to walking bent-over and 
backward into the future.

While emotions are extremely important to human existence,
they’re not the tools of cognition. They do not help you 
recognize reality. Don't doubt it.
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STUDY HALL ALERT: Students, your moment is   now  .

A 25 minute video discussing Reason is right below. 

David Kelley of the Atlas Institute this way comes. 

[Yes, it's longer than 15m. But it's that important.]

This is not a boring lecture by the usual academic who ladles 
robotic 100 word sentences onto your plate causing you to 
believe The End Is Nigh. 

Rather, it's a calm and thoughtful presentation of what ought 
to be part of your life from now on. 

A fundamental tool with which you Handle it!. (Hi!)

Before we leave this Study Hall, here’s something more for 
the devotees of Deep Thought. [Click the image.]

That should render the Enlightened Ones into a happy state 
of mind for awhile. 

So, we'll just move along and tell you more about what 
FutureBook Projects are about. 

Namely, a CURATED, efficient and interactive knowledge 
package limited only by your imagination, interests, and what 
floats your boat. 
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Please

Pause for a moment.

Think about what you've read so far.

Ponder what it really means.

In just a few moments,

your world has

CHAnGED 
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BASIC ARCHITECTURE

(But not everything)

1. TEXT

2. GRAPHICS

3. AUDIO-VIDEO

4. SOCIAL MEDIA

5. LINKS

6. STORIES
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SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE 

  Go2Fun Free Rider Concept — Specialized Software — Cloud Computing — ALL-media Visual (Mind) Maps 

32,000 year old mind maps found in the Chauvet Cave in France. 

Human communication across the ages.
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Comes Now A Dazzlement

Get ready for another Upsy Daisy. 

As a Brit living in Oklahoma might say:

“I done been artfully gobsmacked and

heavily put upon! I might even be reduced to

a state of catatonic awe.”

“Hot damn! That be a wonderment.”                       
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Kevin Kelly: 

Observe how prescient his thinking was nearly   seven   years ago  ! 

A careful read is beneficial. 

I have a piece in the August 2010 issue of the Smithsonian 
magazine, their 40th Anniversary issue.

They commissioned 40 views of the future. I wrote about the 
future of reading, or what they titled 
Reading in a Whole New Way. 

An excerpt:  

…. and it demands more than our eyes. The most physically 
active we may get while reading a book is to flip the pages or 
dog-ear a corner. 

But screens engage our bodies. Touch screens respond to the 
ceaseless caress of our fingers. 

Sensors in game consoles such as the Nintendo Wii track our 
hands and arms. We interact with what we see. 

A screen will know what we are paying attention to 
and for how long. 
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“Soon enough, screens will follow our eyes to perceive where we gaze.”
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Kevin Kelley continues ...

Reading becomes almost athletic. 

Just as it seemed weird five centuries ago to see 
someone read silently, in the future it will seem weird to 
read without moving your body. 

Books were good at developing a contemplative mind. 
Screens encourage more utilitarian thinking. A new idea
or unfamiliar fact will provoke a reflex to do something:
 
◦ to research the term, 
◦ to query your screen “friends” for their opinions, to 

find alternative views, 
◦ to create a bookmark, 
◦ to interact with or tweet the thing rather than simply 

contemplate it. 

Book reading strengthened our analytical skills, encouraging 
us to pursue an observation all the way to the footnote.

Screen reading encourages rapid pattern-making, associating 
this idea with another, equipping us to deal with the 
thousands of new thoughts expressed every day. The screen 
rewards, and nurtures, thinking in real time.

• We review a movie while we watch it.
 

• We come up with an obscure fact in the middle of an 
argument.
 
We read the owner’s manual of a gadget we spy in a 
store before we purchase it rather than later when we 
discover that it can’t do what we need it to do.
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STUDENT ALERT: 

Those taking delight in the works of insightful and intelligent 
people will visit Kevin Kelly's website for a cornucopia of 
information, knowledge and wisdom.

Especially,  watch his video, ”Networked Books” at the end of 
this PDF. You'll learn something. 

Perhaps even a lot of “somethings”.
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How Is All This Possible?

Consider the fact that Mind, Cyberspace, and Hyperlinks are 
not in physical space. 

They are in virtual or augmented space without any 
extension, distance, or mass. 

In this unique universe there can be tachyons; things that 
move faster than light. 

(Never mind the drama of quantum entanglement or how 
some say we’re all living in a Simulation.)

For instance, you can certainly imagine traveling to the 
Andromeda Galaxy in just a few milliseconds. 

Amazingly, your imagination doesn't care if it's over 2.1 
million light-years away. 

If you could actually travel @ the speed of light (280k 
miles per second), it would take 2.1 million years to arrive
and another 2.1 million to return. 

We're talking VIRTUAL REALITY here. 

There's no physical form or mass. Just your imagination 
and the ether of the universe.

We'll keep the light on for you.
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The Andromeda Galaxy. It's far, far away. Really, REALLY faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar.
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“Yeah BUT, everybody's gotta be someplace”.

No doubt. After all, existence exists.

Certainly, brains are needed for imaginative minds to exist 
and cyberspace requires hard drives on which it can exist. 

Delightfully, your wonderful IMAGINATION creates the doors 
and gates. Doors opening to transitions where Cyberspace is 
navigated, observed and explored. 

Imagine what you might miss when you live in crowds 
instead of visiting Clouds from time to time? 

Importantly, the SIZE of our brains, imagination, and hard 
drives are not related to the size or contents of the almost 
magical Internet Cloud.

Reality is created by people imagining and interacting with 
others; the number of times interactions occur, the types of 
interaction, and the directions of interaction.

Do take the gate less entered by. It will make all the 
difference in what you serendipitously discover.

The dynamic, decentralized, distributed and networked 
Cloud brings forth a manna that's never before existed. Or, 
even dreamed about. It's just over there. Go.
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It's All About The HyperLink

Professor Leon James said this:
“Cyberspace is like a mind in two important respects; 
interactivity and organization. Minds interact through 
organized content. 

That is, our mind communicates with other minds and the 
content of the exchange is organized by topic and by attitudes
towards the topic.

Cyberspace is made up of topics and access doors to these 
topics. Topics create zones of networked interactions. 

Popular sites on the Web or Portals become whirlpools of 
information exchange with hundreds of thousands of people 
examining the same set up simultaneously. 

Cyberspace is in effect the networked mind for all the 
conscious inquiring minds. 

Look what happens. By the simple act of physically clicking on
any link, your imagination sends you through an Opportunity 
Gate. 

A Gate that opens the   world   to your mind  . 

What wonders await? 
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Well, Almost "Everything!" 

Without doubt, the Internet is the Mother-of-all-copy-machines.

Everything CHAnGEs. Everything moves. Everything leaks. All the time, everywhere.

Like the guy said in the video, “it’s more funny than anything”.
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More by   Dr. Leon James  :

"Consider creating a Page which is rendered as a Table
of Contents of a book and its title. 

You can click on each chapter and section and read 
the book in sequence or you can simply enjoy and 
learn from it. 

Yet the book does not exist in the ordinary sense of a
book that was written by someone. 

It's not cataloged anywhere. 

No one has published it. 

No one claims it. No one even knows of it. 

The Contents of this book is made of   hypertext links   
to pieces of text appearing in all sorts of documents 
around the  world. 

The reader may not be the slightest bit aware that the
book does not exist. 

Dr. Leon James continues ...

How many such books are there? The Internet in 
1996 already contained billions of words, sentences 
and paragraphs. 

[Trillions in 2017.]

There is no calculable limit to the number of virtual 
books one can create out of this textual mass.  

Hypertext is a virtual electronic library - without 
walls, without limits, can't be cataloged, forever 
growing as a representation of the communal mind.

Essentially. virtual books are in effect navigation 
vehicles in hypertext.

Consider a virtual Home Page site. Physically its 
embodiment is minute, no more than 300K on a 
computer drive. 

But virtually it may be a huge site put together 
through links that bring in text and audiovisual 
presentations from other places. 
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This virtual Web site does not actually exist 
anywhere; only its modest shell, which in actuality is 
a list of links. 

No one owns this site, though the physical elements 
and components located on the other sites have legal
owners by copyright and intellectual property. 

How many such virtual web sites are there? 

They are numberless, growing within the interstices of
cyberspace. 

Navigating cyberspace is an endless journey. 

The communal mind is vast in comparison to the 
individual's mind.

The virtual library, the virtual book, the virtual site, 
and the virtual community — all are the products of 
wondrous hypertext. 

They give rise to virtual families and friends; even 
virtual universities and conferences."
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Since Johannes Gutenberg, the printed book has served us well. Text + Graphics have ruled.
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The Future. 

As with the earlier video of the girl dancing in the airport, 
paying attention to what you experience just might lead to 
your dancing the light fantastic as well.

Of course, as a few of you boogie, some might want to keep 
making continual furtive attempts of reading old-school 
Gutenberg books. 

The Normalcy Bias of caressing and fondling dead trees will 
have you relentlessly by the throat. 

No matter, at least you'll still be learning and having FUN 
skipping down the path less traveled by. 

For STUDENTS with inquiring minds, coming up is an inspiring 
video by Kevin Kelly that neatly describes what we've been 
talking about. And more.

It’s from — Books In Browsers 2011: Kevin Kelly, "Networked 
Books and Networked Reading".

A presentation made for WIRED magazine. Again, observe 
how amazingly prescient his mind can be. 
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Kevin Kelly's Speech For Wired Magazine. [24.14 minutes]
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So, Which Way Are You Headed, Pilgrim?

Back to Haus Gutenberg or Go2Fun with a FutureBook Project?
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Now What?

 

 No matter what you think, it’s NOT the end of the world. 
 

 It’s just a few quantum bits entangled with your agitated 
self as you wait for the Singularity to eat you alive. 
 

 Why, why, you might be living as a Simulated Object being 
manipulated by some twit in the Andromeda Galaxy.
 (So far, far away.)
 

 What’s a girl to do? 
 

 Well, maybe it’s time to put on your Buckaroo hat, saddle 
up and join the Free Riders.
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